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Continuum state spectroscopy: A high resolution ion imaging study
of IBr photolysis in the wavelength range 440–685 nm

Eckart Wrede,a) Stefan Laubach,b) Sonja Schulenburg,b) Alex Brown,c) Eloy R. Wouters,
Andrew J. Orr-Ewing, and Michael N. R. Ashfold
School of Chemistry, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TS, United Kingdom

~Received 19 September 2000; accepted 9 November 2000!

The photodissociation of jet-cooled IBr molecules has been investigated at numerous excitation
wavelengths in the range 440–685 nm using a state-of-art ion imaging spectrometer operating under
optimal conditions for velocity mapping. Image analysis provides precise threshold energies for the
ground, I(2P3/2)1Br(2P3/2), and first excited@ I( 2P3/2)1Br(2P1/2)# dissociation asymptotes, the
electronic branching into these two active product channels, and the recoil anisotropy of each set of
products, as a function of excitation wavelength. Such experimental data have allowed mapping of
the partial cross-sections for parallel~i.e., DV50) and perpendicular~i.e., DV561) absorptions
and thus deconvolution of the separately measured~room temperature! parent absorption spectrum
into contributions associated with excitation to theA 3P(1), B 3P(01) and1P(1) excited states
of IBr. Such analyses of the continuous absorption spectrum of IBr, taken together with previous
spectroscopic data for the bound levels supported by theA and B state potentials, has allowed
determination of the potential energy curves for, and~R independent! transition moments to, each of
these excited states. Further wave packet calculations, which reproduce, quantitatively, the
experimentally measured wavelength dependent product channel branching ratios and product recoil
anisotropies, serve to confirm the accuracy of the excited state potential energy functions so derived
and define the value~120 cm21) of the strength of the coupling between the bound (B) and
dissociative (Y) diabatic states of 01 symmetry. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fragmentation of IBr molecules following excitatio
in the visible wavelength region has long been a source
fascination to both experimentalists and theoreticians,
least of all because of the mixed adiabatic–diabatic pict
required to interpret its spectroscopy and predissocia
dynamics.1,2 For future reference, Fig. 1 shows the diabat
adiabatic correlation diagram of IBr and its separated fr
ments, illustrating the electronic configurations and mole
lar term symbols together with the labels of the electro
states of interest for this study. Early spectroscopic inve
gations identified two progressions of vibrational band he
in the near infrared~IR! and visible.3 These were attributed
to transitions from theX 1S1(01) ground state to, respec
tively, the A 3P(1) and B 3P(01) states resulting from a
s* ←p* orbital promotion. Subsequent higher resoluti
studies4–7 have served to confirm these assignments an
provide detailed information about the rovibrational lev
structure within the bound regions of these two excited s
potentials, while analyses of theB–X dispersed emission
spectrum8 and more recent high resolution far IR absorpti
measurements have led to a refined parameterization o
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ground state rovibrational constants and potential ene
function.9 The bond dissociation energy,D0(I–Br), first es-
timated by extrapolation of the observed sequence of b
heads in theA–X absorption system,3 has recently been de
termined via direct, isotope selective, velocity mapping m
surements of the ground state Br atomic fragments that re
following excitation at energies just above the dissociat
threshold.10 The deduced thresholds for forming ground sta
products from both I79Br and I81Br molecules are consisten
with an equilibrium valueDe~I–Br!514 79861 cm21.

The minimum of theB 3P(01) state lies above this en
ergy ~Te516 168.4 cm21!,7 but vibrational levels withv8
<3 have been observed in fluorescence, albeit with fluo
cence lifetimes that decrease with increasingv8 andJ8, and
are all substantially smaller than the estimated radiative l
time of 3.9ms.7 B state levels withv8.3 predissociate much
faster. The fluorescence quantum yield from these level
thus too small to be detectable, but theB–X absorption spec-
trum shows a progression of~diffuse! vibronic band heads
converging to the first excited dissociation limit, associa
with the products I(2P3/2)1Br(2P1/2).

3 In a diabatic picture,
the predissociation of levels withv8.3 is viewed as a con-
sequence of a coupling between the boundB 3P(01) and
repulsiveY(01) state potentials in the vicinity of their cross
ing point on the outer limb of theB state well, at energies
close to thev855 level of the diabaticB state. The alterna-
tive adiabatic picture recognizes that these states have
same (01) symmetry and that there will thus be an avoid

-

9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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crossing in the region of strong configuration mixing. Co
tinued interest in this particular interaction arises from
fact that the coupling between these two states is of ‘‘int
mediate strength,’’ i.e., the mixing is thus not particula
well described in either a limiting diabatic or adiabatic p
ture. More recent investigations of the predissociation
these higherv8 levels in theB state well include experimen
tal and theoretical studies of the resonance Raman spec
of IBr,11,12measurements and analysis of the ‘‘action’’ spe
trum for forming ground state Br atoms following excitatio
of jet-cooled IBr molecules in the wavelength range 56
550 nm,13 femtosecond pump–probe studies of wave pac
evolution on the coupledB/Y potentials14 and two time-
dependent wave packet studies of this latter process.15,16

The absorption spectrum of IBr is continuous at energ
above 18 349 cm21(l<544.84 nm!, the threshold for form-
ing spin-orbit excited Br atoms~henceforth indicated Br* ,
where the asterisk is intended to distinguish them fr
ground state products!. The absorption maximizes atl
;500 nm, and thereafter declines monotonically reachin
minimum at;360 nm.17 The literature contains many stud
ies of the direct dissociation of IBr molecules following e
citation in this region, including two earlier photofragme
translational spectroscopy~PTS! studies, at 531 nm18 and at
several different wavelengths in the range 480–530 nm,19,20

as well as Br* quantum yield measurements at numero
wavelengths in the range 440–540 nm.21,22 All indicate a
substantial population inversion in the Br* and Br products
resulting from IBr photolysis atl;500 nm. This observa
tion has inspired proposals for a Br* laser, operating on the
2P1/2→2P3/2 magnetic dipole transition at 2.714mm, based
on 532 nm, or even solar, photolysis of IBr23,24 and investi-

FIG. 1. Diabatic/adiabatic correlation diagram of IBr. The columns on
left hand side represent: the occupancy of the molecular orb
(pspppp* ps* ) of the individual electronic configurations, the term sym
bol of the electronic state and the quantum number of the projection o
total angular momentum onto the internuclear axis,V. Diabatic and adia-
batic correlations are drawn as solid~——! and dashed~–––! lines, respec-
tively. Only those correlations involving electronic states which can
reached via single photon excitation from the ground state are shown.
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gations of the adverse effects of I atom quenching of Br* .25

Two color, time delayed double resonant excitation via theA
andB states of IBr has also been proposed as a test exam
wherein coherent control~of the Br* /Br product ratio! might
be demonstrable in a pulsed experiment.26 For completeness
we note that the literature also contains reports of at le
three PTS studies of IBr photolysis at shorter waveleng
~spanning the range 248–308 nm!.27–29

Ion imaging methods30,31 and, particularly, the more re
cent velocity mapping variant of the technique,32 are now
widely recognized as providing a particularly direct and
formative visualization of product branching ratios and t
velocity ~speed and angular! distribution of fragments arising
in photofragmentation processes. Here, as part of an
going program devoted to the ‘‘continuum state spectr
copy’’ of halogens and interhalogens,10,33,34 we report the
use of such methods in a comprehensive study of the p
tolysis of jet-cooled IBr molecules over the waveleng
range 440–685 nm. Image analysis provides precise thr
old energies for the ground, I1Br, and first excited I1Br*
dissociation asymptotes, and accurate measures of the
tronic branching into these two active product channels
the recoil anisotropy of each set of products, as a function
excitation wavelength. Given such comprehensive exp
mental data it has proved possible to determine partial cr
sections for parallel~i.e.,DV50! and perpendicular~i.e.,DV
561! absorptions and, guided by the results of tim
dependent wave packet calculations, to deconvolute
separately measured~room temperature! parent absorption
spectrum into contributions associated with excitation to
A 3P(1), B 3P(01) and 1P(1) excited states. This analy
sis of the continuous absorption spectrum of IBr, taken
gether with the existing spectroscopic data for the bou
levels supported by theX, A, andB state potentials,4,6,7,9thus
allows quantitative determination of the potential ener
curves for, and~R independent! transition moments to, theA,
B and 1P(1) excited states. For simplicity, and as is t
convention for most other halogens and interhalogens,
henceforth assign the labelC to this 1P(1) state. Further
wave packet propagations on the diabatic potentials for
A, B, and C states, allowing for possible transfer of flu
between theB and Y(01) state potentials, and compariso
with the experimentally measured, wavelength-depend
product channel branching ratios and recoil anisotrop
provide additional validation of the excited state potenti
so derived and allow rather precise determination of the c
pling strength between theB and Y diabatic states. Use o
this information in an accompanying investigation—bo
experimental13 and theoretical—of theB/Y diabatic state
coupling and the vibrational level structure ofB state IBr
molecules will form the basis of a separate publication.35

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were conducted in a new, custom
signed and built ion imaging spectrometer. Figure 2 provid
a cross-sectional overview of the apparatus, which co
prises:~A! a differentially pumped molecular beam sour
chamber; ~B! a separately pumped photolysis chamb
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2631J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 High resolution ion imaging study of IBr photolysis
FIG. 2. Vertical cross-section through
ion imaging spectrometer comprising
~A! molecular beam source chambe
with pulsed nozzle; ~B! photolysis
chamber with ion optics and liquid ni-
trogen cooled cryoshield to provide
extra pumping of the source region
~c! field free TOF region;~D! detector
chamber which can be separated fro
the remainder by a gate valve. Th
x,y,zaxes are defined as shown~x-axis
pointing into the plane!. This depiction
shows the spectrometer with th
‘‘standard’’ flight path ofd5460 mm.
This can be reduced tod5262 mm by
removing the bellows and gate valv
or extended, as for the present wor
to d5860 mm by inserting a nipple
between the detector chamber~D! and
the detector flange.
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us
equipped with three independently biased, annular electro
the designs of which have been optimized for velocity m
ping, surrounded by a grounded, liquid nitrogen cooled c
per cryo-shield to provide additional pumping of the sou
region; ~C! a TOF region; and~D! a separately pumped de
tector chamber~which can be isolated from the remainder
the experiment by a manually operated gate valve!. The co-
ordinate system used in the following description is a
shown in Fig. 2.

Chambers~A! and ~B! are engineered in the form of
single cuboid~all major flanges ISO-K/F!, and separated
from each other by an internal bulkhead which support
centrally mounted skimmer~Beam Dynamics, Model 10.2, 1
mm orifice diameter!. The molecular beam is provided by
pulsed valve~General Valve Series 9, 0.5 mm orifice, wi
Iota One nozzle driver! mounted on 1/4 in. Swagelok tubing
which is user translatable along thez-axis and aligned so tha
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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the molecular beam passes through the skimmer and a
the center axis of the annular ion optic assembly. To m
mize degradation of the IBr sample on exposure to stain
steel surfaces, the requisite sample gas mixtures~typically
0.5% IBr in Ar, contained in a Pyrex bulb at a backing pre
sure of;760 Torr! is delivered to the main body of the valv
through a fine bore PTFE tube located concentrically wit
the Swagelok piping, and maintained as a slow continu
flow past the rear of the poppet by gentle pumping with
throttled rotary pump. Prior to use, the~solid! IBr sample
~BDH! was pumped to remove air and preferentially much
the Br2 contaminant from the vapor~;4 Torr at room tem-
perature!.

The design of the ion optics was guided by numero
simulations using theSIMION 3D software package~Scien-
tific Instruments Services, version 6!; the eventual design is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The three electrodes~repeller, extractor
al
this
FIG. 3. Detial of ion optic assembly, showing lines of equipotential calculated usingSIMION 3D ~version 6!. The bias voltages shown are those for optim
velocity mapping when using the reduced source–detector flight path ofd5262 mm by removing the bellows and gate valve. The experiments reported in
study employedd5860 mm, for which the experimentally determined optimal electrode voltages wereVRep55 kV, VExtr53.95 kV, VLens52 kV. Superim-
posed are ion trajectories originating at different positions in the source volume and with different angles relative to the TOF axis which serve to illustrate the
velocity mapping.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2632 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 Wrede et al.
and lens! are held rigidly on insulating supports mounted o
a single flange, having been prealigned during assembl
ensure maximum parallelism and cylindrical symmetry ab
the z-axis; each is biased by a separate 0–5 kV power s
ply. The entire ion optic assembly may be demounted a
unit after removal of the stainless steel bellows that con
tutes the minimum length TOF tube~C!. Spherical and chro-
matic aberrations can only be minimized, not eliminat
when designing any electrostatic lens.36 In reaching this
eventual design, we paid particular attention to ensuring
all insulating components were screened from any ion in
source region, and that the surrounding cryo-shield indu
no field gradients in this region. Figure 3 serves to dem
strate that the field lines in the center of the source region
suitably parallel to one another and perpendicular to the
traction axis, and shows the quality of the velocity mapp
in the focal plane of the detector. Our ion trajectory simu
tions suggest that the present design features reduce
matic aberration by a factor of;3.5 relative to that achiev
able with a ‘‘conventional’’ ion optic design, i.e., thre
optimally separated, biased, parallel, flat annular electro
but offer little reduction in the amount of spherical aber
tion. Figures 2 and 3 show that the spectrometer has b
designed withx and y steering plates at the entrance to t
TOF region. These deflector plates were not required in
present work but are included in the design in order~a! to
allow the ion cloud to be steered onto the center of the
tector ~if necessary!, or ~b!, upon application of a suitably
timed voltage pulse, to deflect ions of a chosen mass off
detection axis.

The photolysis and probe laser outputs are coun
propagated in the2x and1x directions, respectively, pass
ing between the repeller and extractor electrodes and foc
so that their respective foci overlap~in both space and time!
with the early time part of each expanding gas pulse. Fig
2 shows the front face of the microchannel plate~MCP! de-
tector 460 mm distant from this source region. For t
present work, imaging of relatively heavy, and thus sl
moving ions, the image resolution was improved by exte
ing the drift path to 860 mm by insertion of an additional 4
mm stainless steel nipple. The final chamber~D! houses an
impedance matched pair of 40 mm diameter active a
MCPs mounted in front of a UV enhanced fast phosp
~P47! screen which is viewed by a CCD camera equipp
with a time gated image intensifier~Photonic Science!.

The three chambers are each pumped by turbomolec
pumps~Leybold Turbovac 151, 145 l/s N2) backed by two
stage rotary pumps~Leybold Trivac D10E!. Typical base
pressures during operation were 831026– 231025 Torr in
the source chamber, 131028 Torr in the photolysis cham
ber, and 231028 Torr in the TOF and detector regions.

Photolysis wavelengths in the range 685–440 nm w
provided by a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser~Spectra-Physics
GCR-250, operating at 532 nm or 355 nm as appropri
plus a Sirah Cobra Stretch dye laser!; the photolysis laser
beam was focused into the interaction volume using a pla
convex quartz lens withf 520 cm. This laser output has
specific bandwidth of;0.05 cm21. As we show below, the
photolysis step was easily ‘‘saturated’’ particularly near t
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absorption maximum atl;500 nm, i.e., a sufficient fraction
of the molecules with bonds preferentially aligned parallel
the electric vector,e, of the photolysis pulse could be pho
todissociated with a single laser shot that the probabilities
dissociation and thus the fragment recoil distributio
showed clear deviations from that expected on the basi
projecting the transition moment onto the polarization vec
(um.eu2). Thus typical photolysis pulse energies used w
only ;0.6 mJ~at 680 nm!, ;0.15 mJ~at 500 nm! and;0.8
mJ ~at 440 nm!, in a pulse width of;7 ns and focused to a
diameter in the interaction region of;0.5 mm~correspond-
ing to a pulse intensity of;10 MW cm22!. Ground state I
atoms, and both ground and spin-orbit excited Br atoms w
ionized, in the interaction region, by two photon resonan
enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! via the following
transitions:

I~ ..5p5;2P3/2
0 ! ——→

2hn~l5304.67 nm!

I~ ..5p46p1;2D5/2
0 !

——→
hn

I11e2, ~1!

Br~ ..4p5;2P3/2
0 ! ——→

2hn~l5260.62 nm!

Br~ ..4p45p1;4D3/2
0 !

——→
hn

Br11e2, ~2!

Br* ~ ..4p5;2P1/2
0 ! ——→

2hn~l5262.55 nm!

Br~ ..4p45p1;2S1/2
0 !

——→
hn

Br11e2, ~3!

and detected, isotope specifically in the case of atomic Br
monitoring just those ions impacting on the MCP/phosph
screen with the appropriate TOF. The necessary probe w
lengths were generated by frequency doubling~in KDP or
BBO, as appropriate! the output of an excimer pumped dy
laser ~Lambda-Physik Compex 201 plus FL2002 operati
with the dyes Kiton Red and Coumarin 503, respective!.
Images were obtained by repeatedly scanning backward
forward across the Doppler profile of the fragment transit
of interest. For all definitive experiments reported here, b
the photolysis and probe laser photons were polarized v
cally in the laboratory frame, i.e., with their respectivee
vectors alongy, but, as discussed more fully below, chec
were made to establish that the measured images were in
sitive to the choice of probe transition and/or to the direct
of eprobe.

Each ion image resulting from a single laser shot is p
cessed with a centroiding algorithm provided with the co
mercial camera software DaVis~La Vision! running on a
Pentium II 350 MHz PC. This algorithm takes advantage
the finite size of an individual ion impact as it is seen by t
camera~typically 2–3 pixel FWHM! by analyzing 333 pix-
els around its maximum to calculate the center of gravity
this particular event. The intensity of this event is added
the appropriate (x,y) pixel coordinate to a buffer, and th
complete image is obtained by accumulating such cou
over 10 000–20 000 laser shots. The signal levels~i.e., events
per laser shot! for each of the measurements were carefu
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2633J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 High resolution ion imaging study of IBr photolysis
FIG. 4. ~a! Unprocessed raw ion images and~b! 2D
slices through the reconstructed 3D recoil distributio
of ground state I atoms resulting from photolysis
jet-cooled IBr molecules at six wavelengths in the ran
440–540 nm. Only the 2513251 pixels center parts of
the images are shown.e denotes the electric vector o
the photolysis light~i.e., axis of cylindrical symmetry!.
~c! shows the corresponding velocity distributions, wi
features due to the I1Br and I1Br* product channels
~and the I1I products from photolysis of I2 contami-
nant! indicated.
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chosen in order not to ‘‘saturate’’ the algorithm by multip
impacts onto the same detector position within a single la
shot and in order not to blur the image due to space cha
effects. Typically, pulse energies of 2–10mJ of probe light
~;20 ns pulse duration, focused to a beam diameter
;0.015 mm using anf 513 cm plano-convex quartz lens
corresponding to pulse intensities;250 MW cm22! were
used to ensure that the required small signal levels were
low ;50 ions per shot.

Further analysis requires the reconstruction of the
velocity distributions from the accumulated 2D ion imag
for which purpose an algorithm based on the filtered ba
projection proposed by Satoet al.37 is applied. Prior to re-
construction, the images were processed in the follow
manner:~1! In order to reduce the noise in the raw ion im
ages, which is unavoidable with the present centroiding
gorithm and which will be amplified by the reconstructio
procedure, the images were smoothed using a 2D Gaus
filter ~with a FWHM of 2 pixels!. ~2! It is important to define
the center of the images, i.e., the position of the veloc
origins, as precisely as possible. This was achieved with
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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automatic procedure which uses the underlying symmetry
the photodissociation process in comparing, respectively,
upper/lower and left/right halves of each image with resp
to a test origin, and minimizes the squared differences w
sub-pixel resolution. The centering was tested by perform
the reconstruction on each quadrant individually and co
paring the resulting velocity distributions, which turned o
to be almost identical and only showed minor differences
the intensities.~3! Finally, the images were four-fold sym
metrized~in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio! and
~4! the 3D velocity distributions reconstructed, from whic
the velocity and angular distributions were extracted. To
termine meaningful errors, the total signal of each ima
~i.e., the number of ion events! is conserved, and the statis
tical errors~proportional to the square root of the number
counts in an individual pixel! are propagated throughout th
whole reconstruction and analysis process.

The quality of ion images recorded with this new io
imaging spectrometer is very high@see column~a! of Fig. 4
and images presented in Ref. 10#. The images show very
little asymmetry, and sharp structures observed at the lon
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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wavelengths are attributable to photolysis of parent m
ecules with different levels of vibrational excitation. Th
ground state spectroscopy9 and the bond dissociatio
energy10 are both well established. Thus the velocity~in
pixel space! of products arising from monochromatic ph
tolysis of parent molecules in any given rovibrational lev
can be calculated. The observed velocity distributions are
result of dissociations originating from a range of pare
quantum states. These can be simulated as a sum of Gau
profiles, each centered at the velocity~pixel! position appro-
priate for the originating parent level of interest, with relati
weightings appropriate for a Boltzmann parent rotatio
state population distribution. This rotational temperature,
relative intensities attributed to the various parent vibratio
levels, the width of the Gaussian profiles, and the pixel
velocity scaling factor are all adjustable parameters in the
The results reported previously10 establishingTrot51261 K,
while the relative intensities of the vibrational levels cou
best be simulated ~by calculating the appropriat
free←bound Franck–Condon overlaps! assuming a vibra-
tional temperature,Tvib5250610 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Br * product branching fraction, G

Figure 4 displays raw images~left hand column! and 2D
slices through reconstructed 3D recoil distributions~center
column! of ground state I atoms resulting from photolysis
jet-cooled IBr molecules at six different wavelengths in t
range 440–540 nm. Each was recorded using the 860
flight path, with the same voltage settings on the ion op
(VRep515 kV; VExtr513.9 kV; VLens512 kV! and with
the e vector of the photolysis radiation aligned vertically,
indicated. The corresponding velocity distributions a
shown on the right of each image. IBr exists in equilibriu
with I2 and Br2 . Since I2 absorbs, at all photolysis wave
lengths relevant to Fig. 4, images obtained by monitor
ground state I atom products will necessarily exhibit ad
tional ~generally weak! rings associated with formation o
two ground state I atoms~or an I1I* combination! from I2
photolysis. Such features are indicated in Fig. 4. Th
present no problem in the image analysis that follows, si
energy conservation dictates that they appear at veloc
~and thus radii! well separated from the I1Br/Br* products
of interest. The fact that the parent sample contains I79Br
and I81Br molecules, in roughly equal abundance, affects
velocity resolution of the I atoms from IBr photolysis, how
ever. Because of the mass dependence of the mome
partitioning upon fragmentation, I atoms formed in assoc
tion with a 79Br atom will recoil 0.8% slower than thos
deriving from I81Br photolysis ~for the same total kinetic
energy release!. This splitting is not resolved even in th
present high resolution images, since it corresponds to
than one pixel in image radius, though it is worth recalli
that we could distinguish this velocity difference when mo
toring the individual Br isotopes arising in the near thresh
dissociation of IBr via the shift in the peak positions in t
respective velocity profiles~each of which can be fitted with
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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sub-pixel resolution!.10 All modeling of images recorded on
the I atom product thus assumed the partner fragment to
hypothetical80Br species.

Even a cursory inspection of these images suffices
illustrate that both the branching into ground and spin-or
excited state Br atoms, and the recoil anisotropy of the I1Br
products, show a marked wavelength dependence. Be
analyzing these dependencies in detail, however, it is ne
sary to review possible factors that can affect the deta
appearance of such ion images. One is saturation. As m
tioned earlier, signal levels were maintained at or below;50
ion impacts per laser shot in order to minimize the chan
of multiple impacts on the same detector position, and a
image blurring from space charge effects. Many differe
combinations of molecular beam seeding ratio and dens
and photolysis and probe laser intensities, can yield such
signal levels, but not all will necessarily be free of~other!
‘‘saturation’’ effects. In particular, in the present expe
ments, the measured angular distributions of the recoi
products were found to be markedly dependent on the p
tolysis laser pulse energy. This was particularly evident
signal appearing atu;0° ~whereu is the angle between thee
vector of the photolysis laser radiation and the direction
photofragment recoil!; only at very low incident pulse ener
gies ~below ;150 mJ pulse21 for l;500 nm, near the peak
of the parent absorption! was the angular distribution of th
I1Br* products unarguably independent of the incident p
tolysis pulse energy. Possible artifacts, such as this satura
of the photolysis transition, become strikingly obvious
high resolution, high signal to noise images.

Halogens and interhalogens are proving popular
molecules for demonstrating~and interpreting! the alignment
and/or orientation of atomic products arising in photodis
ciation processes.38–42 The primary concern of the presen
work is to provide accurate measures of the branching ra
and angular anisotropies of the product channels active in
visible photodissociation of IBr but, since the latter at lea
can be sensitive to such orientation and alignment effect
was necessary to test for their presence. Any substa
product alignment will reveal itself as an apparentP4(cosu)
moment in the angular anisotropy of the image and/or
differences in the detailed appearance of the image w
recorded with the probe polarization aligned normally~i.e.,
along y! or parallel to the TOF axis~along z!. To test for
these effects we recorded I atom images from IBr photoly
at 499.9 nm, using these two orthogonal polarizations
two different I atom probe wavelengths—at 304.67 nm@Eq.
~1!#, and at 307.74 nm, using the4S3/2

0 ←←2P3/2
0 two photon

transition.43 The angular anisotropies displayed by the va
ous images were indistinguishable by eye and theb param-
eters extracted~see below! were the same within their corre
sponding error bars, encouraging the view that any prod
alignment effects are sufficiently small to have negligib
influence on the branching ratios and angular anisotrop
reported in this work. Any orbital alignment of the I atom
photofragments will degrade~to ;23% of the nascent value!
through coupling with the I55/2 nuclear spin, on a time
scale that is short compared to the laser pulse durat
Given this extent of hyperfine depolarization, we can ac
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ally quantify the total laboratory frame alignment,A0
(2) , in

the case of the former probe transition, for which li
strength factors are known41 by analysis of images recorde
with different laser polarizations. Use of Eq.~31! of Ref. 41
yields a valueA0

(2);0.08 ~corrected for hyperfine effects!,
far from the limiting values of14/5 and22/5 associated
with a fully aligned sample~in the high J limit !. Further
support for the view that there is minimal alignment of t
atomic products formed at all photolysis wavelengths inv
tigated in this work is provided by the facts that:~i! none of
the fits to the measured angular distributions is improv
significantly by inclusion of aP4(cosu) term; and~ii ! in
photolyses where both I and Br~or Br* ! fragments have
been imaged, the derived recoil anisotropies are identica

Figure 5 shows a plot of the wavelength depend
branching fraction,

G5
s I1Br*

s I1Br*1s I1Br
~4!

~wheres I1Br* and s I1Br are the relative cross-sections f
the respective product channels!, deduced from analysis of
atom images recorded in this work, together with the res
of the earlier room temperature, time-resolved laser gain
sus absorption measurements of Leone and co-worke22

The excellent agreement is gratifying. The results dem
strate clearly that the spin-orbit excited I1Br* fragmentation
channel is open at the thermodynamic threshold (D0

518 349 cm21,10 corresponding tolphot<544.84 nm!, that
G peaks at a value of;0.75 atlphot;525 nm, and that IBr
photolysis at all wavelengths in the range 544.l.475 nm
leads to an inverted spin-orbit population distribution in t
Br atom products.

B. Product angular anisotropies

Panel~a! in Fig. 6 shows the experimentally measure
atom product velocity distribution resulting from IBr pho
tolysis at 520 nm in greater detail, together with a plot@panel

FIG. 5. Br* photofragment branching fractions,G, resulting from photolysis
of jet-cooled IBr molecules measured in the present work~d!, plotted as a
function of excitation wavelength. The error bars represent the61s statis-
tical error band of the measurements. Also shown are the previous bra
ing fraction measurements of Leone and co-workers~h, Ref. 22!.
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~b!# illustrating the deduced variation in recoil anisotrop
parameter,b, with fragment recoil velocity. Theb values are
derived by analyzing the reconstructed images, as a func
of radius, r ~and thus recoil velocity,v!, in terms of the
function

I ~v,u!5 f ~v !$11bP2~cosu!%, ~5!

whereu is the angle between thee vector of the photolysis
laser radiation and the direction of photofragment rec
f (v) is the speed distribution of the detected photofragme
b is the anisotropy parameter, andP2(x)5(3x221)/2 is a
second order Legendre polynomial.44 b takes limiting values
of 12 and21 in the case of prompt dissociations followin
respectively, a pure parallel~i.e.,DV50! or pure perpendicu-
lar ~i.e., DV561! excitation of the parent diatomic mol
ecule. Panels~c!–~f! show representative angular distrib
tions, each of which has been normalized to unit area,
different r ~and thusn!, together with the respective best-fi
curves. Clearly, the slowest feature (r;40), associated with
formation of I1Br* products is well described byb52, im-
plying that these products arise as a result of prompt dis
ciation following excitation via an~essentially! pure parallel
transition. The fastest feature, atr;127, is due to I atoms
formed in the dissociation of I2. The angular distribution of
these products fits well tob;21, indicating that the forma-
tion of ground state I atoms from I2 photodissociation at 520
nm results from a perpendicular parent excitation. Note t
the large error bars in panels~e! and ~f! arise from the low
signal levels, and thus the poor signal-to-noise ratios, a
ciated with these features.

Of greater interest in the context of the present work
the recoil anisotropy of the I atoms formed in associat
with ground state Br products, for which the best-fitb
evolves from positive to negative values with increasingr,
and thus recoil velocity. Similar trends were observed for
I1Br products formed at all excitation wavelengths in t
range 490–540 nm. Since the photolysis is performed us
a narrow bandwidth laser source, and the products are
atoms, the faster I1Br product recoil velocities must deriv
from more internally excited parent molecules. Our previo
simulations10 of images of the Br products arising in the ne
threshold dissociation of IBr established a parent beam r
tional temperature ofTrot;12 K. A rotational temperature o
12 K corresponds to an average rotational energy of;8
cm21 which, if released as kinetic energy would amount
less than one pixel at these recoil velocities (r;91). Thus
we conclude that the fastest I atoms must arise from exc
tion ~and dissociation! of vibrationally excited parent mol-
ecules@the vibrational level spacing in IBr~X! is 267 cm21].
In order to explain the observed velocity dependentb param-
eter for the I1Br products we would then require that 52
nm excitation promotes ground and vibrationally excited I
molecules to dissociative excited state potentials withV8
50 and 1 with very different relative efficiencies. Furth
indication that such may indeed be the case is provided
the observation thatall I1Br products resulting from IBr
photolysis at yet shorter excitation wavelengths (lphot,490
nm! exhibit an angular anisotropy parameterb!2. We re-

h-
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FIG. 6. ~a! Velocity distribution of I atoms resulting from 520 nm photolysis of jet-cooled IBr molecules, and the accompanying I2 impurity, together with
~b! a plot showing the variation of the recoil anisotropy parameter,b, with recoil velocity. All error bars represent the61s ~statistical! error bands of the
measurements. The right hand panels~c!–~f! display the variations in the angular distributions of different velocity sub-groups~i.e., different image radiir!
within the total I atom yield. All four distributions are normalized to unit area. The best-fits according to Eq.~5! ~solid lines! are shown together with their
61s error bands~dashed lines!. Note that the large error bars, particularly in panels~e! and~f!, reflect the poor signal-to-noise ratio in the corresponding pa
of the image.
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turn to these observations later, after derivation of the b
IBr excited state potential functions yet available.

Figure 7 shows reconstructed 3D recoil distributions
the 79Br atom fragments arising in the photolysis of je
cooled IBr molecules at 630 nm and at 520 nm, and of
79Br* fragments that result from near threshold photodis
ciation at 540 nm. Again, thee vector of the photolysis ra
diation was vertical, as indicated, but the radii of the vario
rings in the different images are not directly comparable w
one another because not all were taken using the same
traction voltages. Plots showing the corresponding velo
dependent intensity and recoil anisotropy distributions
displayed to the right of each image. These are arguably
best images on which to base any discussion of the im
resolution achieved to date, though it should be fairly ob
ous that IBr~with its very closely spaced rovibrational lev
structure! is a far from ideal test-case molecule with which
demonstrate the ultimate experimental resolution. The sh
est 79Br images were fitted assuming that products aris
from a parent rovibrational quantum state spanned 3.7 pi
~FWHM! after application of the 232 pixel Gaussian filter
@or 3.2 pixels~FWHM! with no filter function#. This trans-
lates to a velocity spread of 30 m s21 ~26 m s21 without filter
function!, of which only a small fraction can be attributed
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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the spread of parent velocities perpendicular to the molec
beam axis and the pixel ‘‘resolution’’~including Gaussian
filter! of the camera. The remainder is presumably attrib
able to residual imperfections in the ion optics or, more pro
ably, to small image distortions caused by the optical c
pling of the phosphor screen to the camera and/or
imperfect synchronization between the camera and fra
grabber. For comparison with other ion imaging systems,
30 m s21 velocity resolution presently achieved translat
into an energy resolution,DE/E, ;3.8% for a Br atom re-
coiling with a kinetic energy of 1 eV.

The Br image recorded atlphot5630 nm is representa
tive of all images taken in the wavelength range 685>lphot

>630 nm, each of which shows the I1Br product recoil
anisotropy to be well described in terms of Eq.~5! with
b521 in agreement with the well-established perpendicu
nature of theA(1)←X(01) transition. Imaging studies in
the 545–600 nm region, where the jet-cooled parent abs
tion spectrum comprises a progression of resonances as
ated withB-X vibronic transitions superimposed on an u
derlying continuum andb is a fluctuating function of
wavelength, will be reported separately.35 The Br* image
recorded atlphot5540 nm is characteristic of all other Br*
images taken in the range 540>lphot>440 nm, and is well
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2637J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 6, 8 February 2001 High resolution ion imaging study of IBr photolysis
FIG. 7. The left hand panels show 2D
slices through the reconstructed 3D re
coil distributions of ground state79Br
atoms resulting from photolysis of jet
cooled IBr molecules at~a! 630 nm
and ~b! 520 nm, and of~c! 79Br* at-
oms from IBr photolysis at 540 nm
Reduced ion optic voltages were use
when recording~a!: VRep51.25 kV,
VExtr51.0 kV, VLens50.5 kV, and~c!
VRep51.9 kV, VExtr51.5 kV, VLens

50.75 kV. Again, only the center par
of each image, corresponding to th
indicated velocity/pixel interval, is
displayed.e denotes the electric vecto
of the photolysis light. The right hand
panels show how the correspondin
product yield and recoil anisotropie
vary with the recoil velocity.
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described byb;2. Only at wavelengths closer to the ene
getic threshold (lphot5544.84 nm! do the Br* images show
any clear deviation from limiting behavior. Careful analys
of the I1Br* ring in these images recorded at photon en
gies just above the dissociation threshold showsb declining
with increasing pixel radius. Such trends are wholly cons
tent with a progressive breakdown of the axial recoil a
proximation with increasing parent rotational, and with t
associated dramatic behavior observed at energies just a
the I1Br dissociation threshold.10,45

The image of the ground state Br atoms measured
lowing IBr photolysis atlphot5520 nm shown in Fig. 7~b!
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merits more comment. These Br atoms partner the I ato
that give rise to the middle peak in the velocity distributio
shown in Fig. 6. The deduced velocity dependence of
recoil anisotropy parameter of these Br products is in exc
lent accord with that found for the partner I atoms~Fig. 6!.
This is an important observation. The images in Fig. 7 ha
higher velocity resolution than the I images, in part beca
they are isotope specific~TOF separation allows monitoring
of just the 79Br atom product! and also because they we
deliberately recorded with lower ion optic voltages~in order
to expand the image on the detector!. The quantitative agree
ment between theb versus velocity plots obtained by mea
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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suring the I~Fig. 6! and 79Br @Fig. 7~b!# atoms and the fac
that, as Fig. 6 showed, the other product channels (I1Br* ,
and I1I from the I2 impurity! imaged at this photolysis
wavelength show constant, limitingb values across the
whole peak profile, serves to reinforce the conclusion t
the observed velocity dependentb is a genuine photophysi
cal effect requiring explanation and not, for example, so
artifact of the design or operation of the ion optics.

Figure 8 presents a compilation of all of the angu
anisotropy measurements recorded in the present w
Clearly, given the foregoing discussion of the velocity d
pendence of theb parameter for the I1Br products arising in
IBr photolysis atlphot;520 nm, we need a protocol for as
cribing a singleb value to the flux associated with any give
product channel. For the purpose of this plot, we identify
radius r of the maximum signal associated with any giv
product channel of interest in the velocity distribution, and
the angular distribution of all signal in the spread of radii
the vicinity of r that contain.10% of the peak signal. The
present findings are in good qualitative agreement with
one previous estimate ofb for the I1Br and I1Br* products
from IBr photolysis at 490 nm,20 and demonstrate that th
measured anisotropy of the ground state product chann
sensitive both to the parent excitation wavelength and
Fig. 6 showed, the extent of parent internal~vibrational! ex-
citation.

C. Total and partial absorption cross-sections

The B state is the only excited state of 01 symmetry,
i.e., that can be reached via aDV50 vertical transition from
the ground state, in the energy range of current interest~com-
pare Fig. 1!. In a diabatic picture, theB state correlates with
I1Br* products, but both the documented predissociation

FIG. 8. Plot showing the wavelength dependence of the angular aniso
parameters for the I1Br and I1Br* product channels as determined b
analysis of images obtained by monitoring the I~filled symbols! and 79Br
~open symbols! products. Theb parameter for a given spin-orbit produc
channel is obtained by identifying the radiusr of the maximum signal as-
sociated with that channel, and fitting the angular distribution of all signa
the spread of radii in the vicinity ofr that contain.10% of the peak signal.
The error bars represent the61s error bands of the measurements.
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B state levels withv8>37,13 ~i.e., at energies well below this
excited asymptote! and the present observation of a substa
tial parallel contribution~i.e., b.0! to the I1Br products
formed above this asymptote indicate that parallel absorp
can lead to formation of ground state products. The la
reflects the role of the well documented interaction of t
diabatic B and Y potentials at extended bond lengths, a
encourages analysis of the present data to estimate a w
length dependent partial cross-section for parallel absorpt
Since the wavelength dependence of the branching fract
G ~Fig. 5!, and theb parameters for the individual produc
channels leading to ground and spin-orbit excited brom
atoms (bBr andbBr* , respectively, see Fig. 8! are known, we
can calculate an effective anisotropy parameter,beff , for the
total product flux at any given wavelength from the expre
sion

beff5GbBr* 1~12G!bBr . ~6!

Integrating each image over allr and then fitting the result in
terms of Eq.~5! should yield the samebeff values, but the
former procedure is preferred since it is less susceptible
the inevitable background noise between real features in
image. Givenbeff(l), the wavelength dependent probabi
ties for parallel and perpendicular absorption,Ppar(l) and
Pperp(l), follow from

Ppar5~beff11!/3 ~7a!

and

Pperp5~22beff!/35~12Ppar!. ~7b!

The simple summation in Eq.~6! is valid since, as shown by
Siebbeleset al.,46 the effective anisotropy parameter is sep
rable into contributions from individual excitations even
the case of coherent excitation of overlapping parallel a
perpendicular absorptions~such as have been invoked to e
plain polarization of the angular momentum of atom
photofragments42!.

Ppar and Pperp can be converted tospar and sperp, the
partial cross-sections for parallel~i.e., B2X! and perpen-
dicular absorption, if the total absorption cross-section
known. Unfortunately, the absorption spectrum of IBr vap
reported by Seery and Britton17 only spans the wavelengt
range 600>l>220 nm, and thus omits much of theA–X
absorption system in the red. We therefore re-recorded
entire UV/visible spectrum of five different IBr sample
~each with its own particular but inevitable Br2 and I2 con-
tamination!, and of pure Br2 and I2 , across the range 80
>l>250 nm, at 2 nm resolution, using a Perkin Elm
Lambda Bio 10 spectrometer. All samples were pumped
room temperature to remove air and, in the case of IBr
remove preferentially much of the Br2 contaminant. Figure 9
shows a representative spectrum, in which structured abs
tion arising from residual I2 is clearly visible. This latter
absorption can be removed by subtraction of an appro
ately weighted absorption spectrum of pure I2 . Br2 contribu-
tions ~if present at all! can similarly be removed, after com
parison of spectra recorded with different IBr samples.
five ‘‘pure’’ IBr spectra obtained after subtraction of appr
priate Br2 and I2 contributions from the measured absorpti
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spectra were essentially identical. Figure 9 shows the fi
pure IBr absorption spectrum throughout the 750>l>350
nm range of current interest. Where comparison is poss
the deduced absorption profile is in good agreement w
those reported previously by Seery and Britton,17 and by
Haugenet al.,22 though careful simulation of the vibroni
structure evident in the I2 spectrum allows precise calibratio
of the wavelength scale in Fig. 9 and indicates that the wa
lengths reported in the former work all need to be red-shif
by 1.3 nm. Because the absolute pressure of the gas sam
used in recording these spectra could not be controlled
cisely, we take the literature absorption cross-sections17 to
define the vertical scale in Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows the deduced absorption profile of p

FIG. 9. Room temperature absorption spectrum of an IBr sample ove
wavelength range 750>l>350 nm, together with suitably scaled spectra
pure I2 and Br2. The bold solid curve attributable to pure IBr absorption w
obtained by subtraction of these latter two absorption profiles~see text! and
was then vertically scaled to match the absolute values from Ref. 17 sh
as points~d!. The latter have been red shifted by 1.3 nm to give b
overlap with the present measurements.

FIG. 10. Optimum deconvolution of the total room temperature absorp
spectrum of IBr~bold curve! into sA–X(n), sB–X(n) and sC–X(n) partial
cross-sections using the potentials shown in Fig. 11 and parameteriz
Table I. The symbols~d and h! show, respectively, the experimentall
derived cross-sections for parallel,spar, and perpendicular absorption
sperp, derived using Eq.~7!. The ‘‘steps’’ in thesA–X curve at;14 500
cm21 correspond to the dissociation limits for IBr (v950,1,...)→I1Br and
are an artifact of the output of the wave packet calculation.
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IBr together with the experimentally determinedspar and
sperp partial cross-sections~as symbolsd and h, respec-
tively!, obtained by scaling the total absorption at any giv
wavelength by the relevantPpar andPperp values.

D. Determination of potential energy functions for the
A 3P„1…, B 3P„0¿

…, and C 1P„1… states

We now seek to construct potentials compatible with
available partial and total absorption cross-section data.
ground state potential has been parametrized previou
most recently by Nelanderet al.9 using a modified Morse
function of the form:

VX~z!5DeF 12e2b~z!

12e2b~`!G 2

1Te , ~8!

with

z5
R2Re

R1Re
, b~z!5z(

i 50

n

b iz
i ,

and

b~`!5(
i 50

n

b i .

Values for theb i coefficients (i<4), the equilibrium bond
length,Re , andDe were taken from Table 6 of Ref. 9. Un
fortunately, theDe value of 14 660 cm21 listed therein is 138
cm21 less than our recent precise determination of
ground state well-depthDe514 798 cm21.10 Given the par-
tial absorption cross-sections this discrepancy would shift
deduced repulsive walls~see below! of the corresponding
excited state potentials significantly to higher energies. Th
in order to reproduce both the vibrational term values giv
by the Dunham coefficients of Ref. 9 and the dissociat
limits of the excited state potentials, the entire ground st
potential was shifted down in energy by settingTe52138
cm21 in Eq. ~8!. This ground state potential defined by E
~8! and the parameters listed in Table I allows calculation
the wave functions for the thermally populated ground st
levels (v9<3) used when calculating the partial and to
absorption spectra~below!. The ground state potential is oth
erwise irrelevant for the calculation of the excited state d
namics, so the small change inDe implied by this manipu-
lation has no affect on the results of the wave pac
calculations presented in Sec. III E.

Guided by the deduced partial cross-section determ
tions we can anticipate that the long wavelength shoulde
the absorption spectrum arises from theA–X ~perpendicular!
absorption, that theB–X parallel transition is the dominan
contributor at the absorption maximum and that the perp
dicular component evident at higher energies will be attr
utable to theC–X transition. The total absorption spectru
in the wavelength range of interest will thus be sensitive
the repulsive walls of all three excited state potentials. Th
potential functions were determined iteratively. In each ca
a suitable function was fitted to RKR turning points for th
bound part of the potential, when appropriate~see below!,
and to additional points in the Franck–Condon region, i
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n
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n
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Downloaded 10 Au
TABLE I. Parametrization of diabatic potentials for theA 3P(1), B 3P(01), C 1P(1), andY(01) states of
IBr. The individual parameters are defined by the corresponding equations.m denotes theR independent
transition moments of the corresponding transitions from theX state deduced from deconvolution of th
absorption spectrum with an estimated uncertainty of;3%. TheX 1(1(01) potential is adapted from Ref. 9
~see text for details! while the form of theY(01) potential remains preliminary.

X 1(1(01) Eq. ~8! A 3P(1) Eq. ~9! B 3P(01) Eq. ~9!

Re 2.468 985 9857 Å 2.857 4784 Å 2.821 5300 Å
De 14 660a cm21 2428 cm21 2314.8 cm21

Te 2138a cm21 12 370 cm21 16 168.4 cm21

g 4.362 7716 Å21 4.937 3951 Å21

b0 9.308 343 015
b1 17.902 504 4.441 061 Å21 5.100 9749 Å21

b2 52.819 95 4.201 3071 Å22 6.074 5247 Å22

b3 137.052 0.230 744 46 Å23 2.880 2781 Å23

b4 244.33 0.384 948 62 Å24 11.463 025 Å24

b5 7.100 1740 Å25 21.107 090 Å25

b6 0.007 687 316 Å26 0.132 956 53 Å26

m 0.236 D 0.635 D

C 1P(1) Eq.~10! Y(01) Eq. ~10!

R1 1.443 9470 Å 0 Å
b1 9.119 5944 Å21 5.351 0378 Å21

A1 3.237 559 73107 cm21 8.016 516 783109 cm21

R2 0.068 986 47 Å 0 Å
b2 1.760 4932 Å21 1.615 5024 Å21

A2 3.227 961 93105 cm21 3.557 87103105 cm21

Te 14 798 cm21 14798 cm21

m 0.480 D 0.0 D

aThe De value given by Ref. 9 underestimates the precise value of 14 798 cm21 ~Ref. 10!. This has been
compensated for by lowering the entireX state potential using theTe term ~see text!.
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tially derived from the corresponding partial absorption u
ing the reflection principle. This trial potential was then us
in a grid-based time-dependent wave packet calculation47 of
the frequency dependent partial absorption cross-sec
s j 2X(n). A separate calculation was run for each level w
v9<3. Details of these calculations are reserved until
following section, but each calculation involved wave pac
propagation just for sufficient time that it had left th
Franck–Condon region. The resulting absorption aris
from the v9 level of interest was then determined from t
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function,A(t), and
the spectrum of the total partial absorption simply obtain
as the sum of the differentv9 contributions weighted appro
priately for a 300 K vibrational state population distributio
The result, appropriately scaled vertically, was then co
pared with the experimentally determined partial absorpti
s j 2X(n). The repulsive wall of the trial state potential wa
then adjusted, the wave packet propagation process repe
and, in this iterative way, the ‘‘best-fit’’~by eye! potential
function was eventually derived. Note that, implicit in th
analysis and in the overall deconvolution that follows, is t
assumption that all of the various electronic transition m
ments areR independent in the vertical Franck–Condon
gion of interest.

Defining the diabaticB 3P(01) state potential proved
most challenging, both because of the fragmentary natur
the available vibrational term values, and because these
of course not eigenvalues of the diabaticB state potential but
of the coupledB/Y system. As a starting point we used li
g 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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erature values for the inner,Rmin , and outer,Rmax, turning
points for the lowest fewB state vibrational levels (v850
and 2–4, i.e., well below theB/Y crossing! andRmax values
for a selection of the better determined higher vibratio
levels ~v8 from 11 to 34!,2 together with points in the
Franck–Condon region,Te516 168.4 cm21 ~Ref. 7! and
De52315 cm21 ~Ref. 10!, and fitted them in terms of an
extended Rydberg potential of the form:

VB~R!5DeF12S 11(
i 51

n

b i~R2Re!
ie2g~R2Re!D G1Te , ~9!

with Re ,b i ( i<6) andg as adjustable parameters. Inclusio
of the Rmax values for the higherv8 levels in the fit~albeit
with a lower weighting! was necessary to provide some de
nition of the long range part of the potential. Figure 10 co
pares the experimentally determined and calculated pa
cross-sections for parallel absorptionspar(n) ~at 300 K!,
while the best-fit diabaticB state potential is shown in Fig
11 and its best-fit potential parameters are listed in Tabl
The nature and strength of the coupling between the diab
B andY states are considered later in this study, but mod
ing of the energies and widths of the resonance struc
supported by the well of the diabaticB state potential is
reserved for a future publication.35

As anticipated, Fig. 10 confirms thatspar(n) fails to ac-
count for both the high and low frequency ends of the to
IBr visible absorption system. The missing absorption at
low frequency end of the spectrum we associate with
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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A–X transition. Appadooet al.6 provide Dunham coeffi-
cients for the bound part of theA 3P(1) state potential—a
least up tov8524 ~corresponding to;85% of the totalA
state well-depth!, above which theA–X absorption spectrum
shows evidence of significant perturbation. These coe
cients were used as input for an RKR calculation to gene
turning points. TheA 3P(1) state ‘‘trial’’ potential was
again fitted in terms of an extended Rydberg potential@Eq.
~9!#, with De52428 cm21,10 Te512 370 cm21 ~Ref. 6!,
Re52.8575 Å as determined from the RKR fit, andb i(1
< i<6) andg as adjustable parameters. The optimumA state
potential andsA2X(n) partial cross-section derived~follow-
ing the procedures described above! are included in Figs. 11
and 10, respectively, while the parameters describing
best-fit extended Rydberg potential for theA state are listed
in Table I.

Finally, the high frequency remainder of the 360–8
nm room temperature absorption band of IBr is attributed
theC 1P(1)←X transition. To generate theC state potential
we assumed a trial repulsive function of the form

VC~R!5A1 exp$2b1~R2R1!%1A2 exp$2b2~R2R2!%1Te

~10!

positioned in the vertical Franck–Condon region with p
rametersAi , bi , Ri , andTe initially fitted to points in the

FIG. 11. Diabatic potential energy curves for theX, A, B, andC states of IBr
derived in the present work. Also shown, for completeness, is the assu
location of the diabaticY state potential responsible for the predissociati
of the higherv8 levels of theB state. RKR points are taken from a variety
sources as detailed in the text, while all relevant potential parameters
given in Table I.
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Franck–Condon region derived by applying the reflect
principle to the remaining high frequency part of the abso
tion. Fluorescence decay measurements7 indicate that the
v852 and 3 levels of theB state are affected by heterog
neous~rotational level dependent! predissociation caused b
interaction with a dissociative state withV51. Analogy with
other halogens suggests that theC 1P(1) state is responsible
for the observed predissociation, while the absolute pre
sociation rates measured and their isotopic dependence
gests that theB 3P(01)/C 1P(1) curve crossing occurs in
the energetic vicinity of theBv853 origin. This observation
provides a further constraint when determining the m
probableC state potential displayed in Fig. 11. Figure 1
illustrates how well the measured room temperature abs
tion spectrum is replicated by the three deduced partial
sorption cross-sections, while Table I provides a summary
the functional form of each potential and of their respect
transition moments,m j 2X . Given the assumption that th
various m j 2X are independent ofR, the uncertainty in the
relative transition moments obtained from this deconvoluti
is judged to be;1%. The reliability of the absolute value
quoted in Table I depends upon the accuracy of the repo
total absorption cross-sections—estimated to be;62.5% at
the maximum absorption,17 hence the;3% uncertainty
quoted in the caption to Table I. The value we obtain
mB–X ~0.635 D! is in pleasing accord with the earlier value
0.7 D estimated by Clyne and Heaven on the basis of th
collision-free IBr (B→X) fluorescence lifetime measure
ments and intercomparison with other halogens a
interhalogens.7

The accuracy of the repulsive walls of the derivedA, B,
andC state potentials in the vertical Franck–Condon reg
is estimated to be;650 cm21. The bound part of the
A 3P(1) state potential is accurate to the extent that the
brational term values calculated from the Dunham coe
cients of Ref. 6 reproduce the experimental energies with
average deviation of 0.3 cm21, with maximal differences of
20.7 cm21 for thev850 level and11.1 cm21 for the high-
est valid vibrational level (v8524). The long range part o
the diabatic B 3P(01) state potential, and the repulsiv
Y 3S2(01) potential ~see Sec. III E! remain less well-
defined, pending a proper coupled treatment of theB/Ystates
in order to reproduce the structured, predissociated par
the absorption spectrum in the wave-number range 16 5
18 350 cm21.35

E. Wave packet calculations of G„n… and b„n…

Grid-based time-dependent wave packet calculations
the visible photofragmentation of IBr have been perform
as a further test of the accuracy of the derived excited s
potential energy curves and transition dipole moments an
allow determination of the coupling strength between
diabaticB andY states. The calculations involved solution
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,

i\
]

]t
F~R,t !5Ĥ~R!F~R,t !, ~11!

ed

re
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following procedures outlined elsewhere.47 The time-
dependent Hamiltonian,Ĥ(R), in the present calculations, i
the sum of the radial nuclear kinetic energy operator,T̂(R),
the diabatic potential energy,V(R), and a coupling term
VB/Y ~which we take to beR independent!, linking the diaba-
tic B(01) and Y(01) states. The calculations assume to
angular momentumJ50 throughout. The starting point o
these time-dependent calculations is the preparation o
initial wave packet on each of theA, B, andC state potential
energy curves. These are obtained by multiplying the gro
state wave functionCv9, itself determined using the Fourie
grid Hamiltonian method,48 by the appropriate transition mo
ment function, i.e.,

S FA~R,t50!

FB~R,t50!

FC~R,t50!

FY~R,t50!

D 5S mA2XCv9~R!

mB2XCv9~R!

mC2XCv9~R!

0

D . ~12!

F j (R,t) represents the wave packet associated with the e
tronically excited statej and m j 2X ~assumed to beR inde-
pendent! is the transition moment connecting statej with the
ground electronic state. Separate calculations are run
each ground state vibrational level withv9<3. The various
F j (R,t50) wave packets are propagated on the relevant
cited state potential~s! in a series of short time steps using t
Chebychev propagation scheme49,50 and the respective auto
correlation functionsAj (t) are calculated:

Aj~ t !5E
0

`

FJ* ~R,t50!F j~R,t !dR. ~13!

Partial absorption cross-sectionss j 2X(n), such as those
shown in Fig. 10, are obtained by Fourier transforming
variousAj (t):

s j 2X~n!5
pn

3ce0\E2`

`

exp@ i ~Ev91hn!t/\!]Aj~ t !dt, ~14!

whereEv9 is the vibrational energy of the initial state, an
then summing contributions associated with the differentv9
levels weighted appropriately for a 300 K vibrational sta
population distribution. In practice, since the first aim of t
preceding calculations was simply to define the short ra
repulsive parts of theA, B, andC state potentials, it was only
necessary to propagate each wave packet until it had
parted from the vertical Franck–Condon region. The
s j 2X(n) calculations were thus insensitive to the assum
form and strength of any coupling between theB andY state
diabatic potentials at largerR.

Clearly, such will not be the case when we turn to co
sider the partial cross-sections for forming a particu
asymptotic product state. These are obtained by exami
the wave packets associated with each of thefour excited
state potentials at an analysis line at largeR5R` , in the
asymptotic region where there is no further coupling b
tween the diabatic surfaces. The partial cross-section,s j (n),
for forming a given product channelj is given by47

s j~n!5S 4p3nk

3ce0m D uAj~R` ,E!u2, ~15!
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where

Aj~R` ,E!5
1

2pE0

`

F j~R` ,t !exp@ i ~Ev91hn!t/\#dt, ~16!

kj is the wave vector of the photofragments andm is their
reduced mass. For these calculations, the asymptotic w
functions were damped using a cubic complex absorbing
tential as defined by Eq.~11! of Ref. 51 in order to preven
spurious recurrences at smallR. Table II gives values of all
parameters, including the damping parameters, used in
final time-dependent wave packet calculations.

Recalling Fig. 11, we note that, for the four state mod
used here, the diabaticA, C, andY state potentials correlat
smoothly with ground state I1Br products, while the spin-
orbit excited I1Br* asymptote connects with just the diab
tic B state potential. In the absence of any heterogene
couplings, wave packets propagated on theA and C state
potentials thus evolve solely to ground state products, wh
will show perpendicular recoil anisotropy. Wave packe
launched on theB state potential, however, will bifurcate i
the region where this potential crosses with that of the dia
tic Y state, to an extent that will depend on the strength of
B/Y coupling. Given independent knowledge of the form
the A, B, andC state potentials, and the respective transit
moments connecting each of these states with the gro
state, the shape of theY state potential andVB/Y , the strength
of its coupling to theB state, are the only adjustable param
eters in modeling the observed energy dependent branc
ratio, G, and produce recoil anisotropies,b.

The dissociation limit of the diabaticY state potential,
and the approximate energy at which it crosses that of
diabatic B state are both known from experiment. Furth
refinement of its shape at shorterR must await more detailed
analysis and interpretation of the short lived resonances
ported by the diabaticB state well, but for the present pur
poses, its representation in terms of a potential analogou
that used to describe the repulsiveC state@Eq. ~10!#, with
parameters as listed in Table I, suffices to reproduce the
perimental measurables. Figure 11 displays the form of
assumed diabaticY state potential, while Fig. 12 shows th
frequency dependent branching fraction for Br* products

G~n!5
^sB~n!&

K (
j

s j~n!L , ~17!

TABLE II. Numerical parameters of the time-dependent wave packet
culations for I79Br. Note that the results for the I79Br and I81Br isoto-
pomers are indistinguishable.

Atomic masses mI 126.904 473 amu
mBr 78.918 3361 amu

Range of grid Rmin ,Rmax 4.0–24.0 Bohr
Number of grid points 1024
Position of analysis line R` 19.5 Bohr
Time step dt 0.483 78 fs
Number of time steps 8192
Start of damping region Rdamp 20.0 Bohr
Cubic damping factor~Ref. 51! Cdamp 0.010 41 Hartree
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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determined at theR` analysis line, assuming a parent vibr
tional temperature of 250 K~from hereon thê & brackets will
be used to imply vibrationally averaged quantities! and three
different values ofVB/Y : 170 cm21—as estimated in the
original analysis of Child;2 90 cm21—as assumed in man
of the more recent theoretical studies of IB
photophysics;14–16 and 120 cm21. The latter represents ou
best-fit value~by eye! and, as Fig. 12 demonstrates, it repr
duces the experimentally determined branching fraction v
well indeed. Also shown in Fig. 12 are the results of t
wave packet calculations for parent IBr molecules in j
their ground vibrational state. These serve to illustrate
sensitivity ofG(n) to the parent vibrational temperature.

As Fig. 13 shows, the wave packet calculations w
VB/Y5120 cm21 are equally successful at reproducing t
form of the experimentally measured energy dependenc
the recoil anisotropies. Within the confines of the potenti
shown in Fig. 11, only that part of the wave packet launch
on the diabaticB state potential that remains on this potent
will reach the analysis line at the I1Br* asymptote. Since the
initial excitation involves aDV50 transition, the prediction
that the I1Br* products will display an angular anisotrop
characterized byb512 at all excitation wavelengths i
trivial and is therefore not shown in Fig. 13. In contrast, t
diabatic potentials of theA, C, andY states all converge to
the I1Br asymptote. The two former potentials are bo
reached via a perpendicular transition from theX 1S1(01)
state, and flux evolving on these two potentials is assume
exhibit a recoil anisotropy characterized by an anisotro
parameter,b521. Flux reaching the I1Br dissociation
limit on the diabaticY state potential will have transferred t
it after initial excitation to theB(01) potential via a parallel
transition; this flux will recoil with an angular distributio

FIG. 12. Comparison of experimentally determined Br* product branching
fractions G(n), ~d!, with those derived from analysis of wave packe
reaching theR` analysis line at the I1Br* and I1Br asymptotes, assuming
a parent vibrational temperature ofTvib5250 K and differentB/Y coupling
constants:VB/Y5170, 120, and 90 cm21. The parameters and respectiv
transition moments of the excited state potentials are given in Table I. A
shown, as a dashed line~–––!, is theG(n) curve predicted in the case tha
the parent sample consisted solely of molecules withv950.
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characterized byb512. In terms of the foregoing,bBr(n)
will thus be given by@cf. Eq. ~7a!#

bBr~n!5
2^sY~n!&2^sA~n!&2^sC~n!&

^sY~n!&1^sA~n!&1^sC~v !&
. ~18!

Figure 13~a! illustrates how well the experimentally mea
suredb parameter for the I1Br products, and its frequenc
dependence, are reproduced by Eq.~18!, after vibrational
averaging, assumingVB/Y5120 cm21.

Analysis of images recorded following photolysis
wavelengths in the range 540–490 nm suggested that
recoil anisotropy of the I1Br products was sensitive to th
initial vibrational state of the parent molecule@recall, for
example, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7~b!#. The wave packet calculation
provide a rationale for this observation. Figure 13~b! shows
plots of calculatedbBr(n) values following photolysis of IBr
molecules in selected initialv9 states. Clearly, each shows i
own distinctive dependence on excitation frequency, refle
ing ~in a time-independent picture! the differing Franck–
Condon overlaps of eachv9 wave function with the transla

o

FIG. 13. ~a! Comparison between the experimentally determinedb param-
eters for the I1Br product channel as a function of photolysis waveleng
with the ~vibrationally averaged! results of wave packet calculations assum
ing VB/Y5170, 120, and 90 cm21. ~b! Calculated frequency dependen
variation of the I1Br product recoil anisotropy, assumingVB/Y5120 cm21,
following photolysis of vibrationally state selected IBr molecules withv9
50, 1, 2, and 3. The rapid oscillatory structure athn,18 350 cm21 reflects
the predissociation of boundB state levels by coupling to theY state~shown
for v950 only!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 14. Plot illustrating the variation in the recoil anisotropy of the I1Br products arising in the photolysis of IBr at~a! 440 nm,~b! 460 nm, and~c! 480
nm ~monitoring I fragments!, and at~d! 500 nm,~e! 520 nm and~f! 540 nm,~monitoring79Br atoms!. As in Figs. 6 and 7, the upper and lower parts of ea
panel show, respectively, the signal intensity and the derivedb parameter as a function of pixel radius~and thus recoil velocity!. The experimental data point
are shown as filled circles~d, with 61s error bars!. Both, the signal intensity and theb parameters were also simulated~solid lines, shown only at velocities
where signal is observed! using the partial cross sections for formation of I1Br products resulting from photolysis of IBr (v950 – 3) parent molecules~h!
andb parameters~L! derived from the wave packet calculations~assumingTvib5250 K!. The simulations take into account the experimental resolution
well as the parent rotational state population distribution forTrot512 K ~see text!.
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tional wave functions associated with theA, B, andC state
potentials. In the case of IBr(v950) molecules, for example
bBr is predicted to vary from strongly positive at;520 nm
~reflecting the dominance of theB–X transition moment in
this wavelength region! to near limiting21 at the shortes
excitation wavelengths~where, for these molecules, theC
←X excitation is pre-eminent!. Capturing the detailedv9
dependence and wavelength dependence of the experi
tally measuredbBr values should provide a stringent test
the accuracy of the excited state potentials~particularly their
repulsive parts! derived in this study.

Figure 14 illustrates the good agreement between
experimentally measured velocity dependent I1Br signal
strengths and angular anisotropies, measured at six pho
sis wavelengths in the range 440–540 nm, and the resul
the wave packet calculations. Each spectrum was first fi
as outlined in Sec. II in order to establish the pixel→velocity
scaling factors and the widths of the associated model fu
tions. The spectra are then simulated using the relative si
strengths from each parentv9 vibrational level given by the
wave packet calculations~indicated byh in the upper half of
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each panel in the figure! rather than the values determined b
the fitting procedure. As Fig. 14 illustrates, the shapes of
intensity profiles are reproduced well, with only some min
discrepancies at the longer photolysis wavelengths. To si
late the variations of the anisotropy parameter with rec
speed, theb parameters taken from the wave packet cal
lations~Fig. 13! had to be convoluted by the model functio
and weighted according to the relative signal strengths a
ciated with each parentv9 level ~shown byL in the lower
part of each panel of Fig. 14!. Again, the wave packet cal
culations quantitatively reproduce thev9 ~and thus recoil ve-
locity! dependent variation inb observed at each wave
length, and the way in whichb varies with excitation
wavelength. They also serve to highlight, once again,
potential pitfalls that can arise when interpreting experim
tally measuredb parameters, even in the case of monoch
matic photolysis of a diatomic molecule. Clearly, in th
present case, theb value so derived will depend on the en
ergy resolution of the analysis and the vibrational state po
lation distribution in the parent molecular beam.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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F. Diabatic versus adiabatic description of IBr
photolysis

The preceding discussion, couched entirely in terms
diabatic potentials and a coupling parameterVB/Y , success-
fully reproduces all of the experimental measurables. Thu
is both possible and instructive to determine the fraction
molecules initially excited to theB state potential which dis
sociatediabatically ~to I1Br* ) and those which follow the
adiabatic route, transferring to the diabaticY potential and
yielding I1Br products. The diabatic fraction,Pdiab, can be
deduced from the experimental measurements as the ra

Pdiab5
G

Ppar
, ~19!

where, as before,Ppar @Eq. ~7a!#, is the fraction of the total
absorption that populates theB state andG @Eq. ~4!# gives the
fraction of that population that follows the diabaticB state
potential to the I1Br* dissociation limit. The fraction ofB
state molecules that follow the adiabatic path,Padiab, is then
simply given by (12Pdiab). Figure 15 shows the experimen
tally derived crossing probabilities from the diabaticB state
potential to theY state, as a function of excitation wave
length, to be in excellent accord with the results from t
wave packet calculations.Padiab emerges from the latter in
most transparent manner, simply as

Padiab5
^sY~n!&

^sB~n!&1^sY~n!&
, ~20!

where, as before,̂sB(n)& and^sY(n)& are respectively, the
branching ratios for forming Br* and Br atoms following an
initial parallel absorption event, suitably averaged for a 2
K parent vibrational state population distribution, analyzed
R` .

As Fig. 15 also shows, both the magnitude and the
quency dependence ofPadiabcan be reproduced well using
Landau–Zener based model. Following Child,2 we can de-
fine

FIG. 15. Plot showing the probability ofB/Y curve crossing derived from
experiment~l, with 61s error bars!, from the wave packet calculation~—!
and from the Landau–Zener model~–•–•–! ~see text!. The theoretical pre-
dictions are an average overv9 appropriate for a vibrational temperatur
Tvib5250 K.
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Padiab512expF 2pVB/Y
2

\v~E!DFG , ~21!

where the velocityv is defined by
1
2m$v~E!#25E2Ex . ~22!

E is the photon energy, andEx andDF are, respectively, the
energy at the point of intersection between the diabaticB and
Y state potentials and the difference between the slope
these two potentials at this point. Given theB and Y state
potentials shown in Fig. 11,Ex516 980 cm21 and DF
56424 cm21 Å 21. As Fig. 15 shows, these values togeth
with the best-fit coupling strength,VB/Y5120 cm21, suc-
cessfully reproduce the observed frequency dependenc
Padiab. Here it is worth reemphasizing the inter-dependen
betweenVB/Y and the assumed forms of the diabaticB andY
state potentials, neither of which are, as yet, uniquely de
mined. Any subsequent refinement of these potentials, s
as could emerge from a thorough analysis of the prediss
ated resonances supported by the diabaticB state potential,
will map directly into the best-fit value ofVB/Y . We also
note, however, that the spread ofVB/Y values suggested b
previous authors2,14–16is only partially explicable in terms o
the differences in the assumed forms of these potentials

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Careful, high resolution ion imaging studies of the vi
ible photodissociation of jet-cooled IBr molecules have e
abled determination of the branching into ground~I1Br! and
spin-orbit excited (I1Br* ) product channels, and the reco
anisotropy of both sets of products, as a function of exc
tion frequency. Analysis of such data has allowed decom
sition of the essentially structureless parent absorption pro
into frequency dependent partial cross-sections for para
(DV50) and perpendicular (DV561) excitation. These
absorptions are attributable to transitions from t
X 1S1(01) ground electronic states to the repulsive limbs
the diabatic potentials associated with t
A 3P(1), B 3P(01), and C 1P(1) excited states of IBr.
Comparison of these experimentally determined par
cross-sections with the output of complementary tim
dependent wave packet calculations has allowed determ
tion of the detailed form of the repulsive parts of each
these potentials in the vertical Franck–Condon region, an
the ~R independent! transition moments to each of these e
cited states. These data, when combined with exis
knowledge from bound state spectroscopy~in the case of the
A andB states!,2–7 provide the most precise parametrizatio
of these excited state potentials yet available. Further w
packet propagations on these diabatic potentials for theA, B,
and C states, which allow for possible transfer of flux b
tween the diabatic potentials of theB state and the repulsive
Y(01) state~which show a weakly avoided crossing at larg
R, for which we determine a coupling matrix elementVB/Y

5120 cm21), successfully reproduceall experimentally de-
termined quantities. These include: the frequency dep
dence of the total absorption cross-section, the product s
orbit branching ratio, and the recoil anisotropies of ea
product channel; the relative probabilities of diabatic~i.e., to
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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I1Br*) versus adiabatic~to I1Br! fragmentation of IBr mol-
ecules following excitation to theB(01) state at energies
above the dissociation limit for the spin-orbit excited pro
ucts; even the velocity dependence of theb parameter mea
sured for the I1Br products formed at any one photolys
wavelength—a consequence of the fact that our IBr mole
lar beam contains parent molecules withv9<3 and, at any
chosen excitation wavelength, these different vibrational l
els can exhibit very different Franck–Condon overlaps w
the various excited state potentials. The present work p
vides a further cautionary notice of the underlying comple
ity that may need to be understood before offering any me
ingful interpretation of an experimentally measuredb
parameter, even in the case of a diatomic molecular dis
ciation. As shown here, and previously,10 it also serves to
demonstrate the substantial shortcomings in the previo
reported model2,11,12,14–16and recentab initio52 potentials for
IBr, including those which served to inspire past propos
for coherent control of IBr photodissociation following exc
tation via theA 3P(1) excited state.26
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